Axial diffusion and wall permeability effects in perfused capillary-tissue structures.
Attempts to experimentally examine oxygen supply and distribution in the isolated perfused heart and brain have renewed interest in mathematical models of artificially perfused capillary-tissue structures. The need to understand histograms of PO2 measurements from these isolated-perfused organ studies (modified Lagendorf preparations) has required that existing mathematical models and their boundary conditions be re-examined in the context of these experiments. A unifying system of equations and boundary conditions are examined here for the purpose of studying the effects of anisotropic diffusion, and capillary vessel wall permeability on both the capillary and tissue substrate supply. The mathematical models are explored for parameters of physiologic interest, and some comparisons are made with experimental determinations. The comparisons with data suggest an anisotropic transport of oxygen in the tissue that is unexplained by known physiologic mechanisms.